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Geology and Environmental Geoscience

Fundamentals of Hydraulic Dredging
Filled with updated information, equations, tables, figures, and citations,
Environmental Investigation and Remediation: 1,4-Dioxane and Other Solvent
Stabilizers, Second Edition provides the full range of information on 1,4-dioxane. It
offers passive and active remediation strategies and treatment technologies for
1,4-dioxane in groundwater and provides the technical resources to help readers
choose the best methods for their particular situation. This new edition includes all
new information on remediation costs and reflects the latest research in the field. It
includes new practical case studies to illustrate the concepts presented, including
1,4-dioxane occurrence in Long Island and the Cape Fear watershed in North
Carolina. Features: Fully updated throughout to reflect the most recent research on
1,4-dioxane Describes the nature and extent of 1,4-dioxane releases, their
regulation, and their remediation in a variety of geologic settings Examines
1,4-dioxane analytical chemistry, its many industrial uses, and 1,4-dioxane
occurrence as a byproduct in production of many products Provides ample site
data for recent and relevant remediation case studies, and a review of the widely
varying regulatory landscape for 1,4-dioxane cleanup levels and drinking water
limits Discusses the importance of accounting for contaminant archeology in
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investigating contaminated sites, and leveraging solvent stabilizers in forensic
investigations While written primarily for practicing professionals, such as
environmental consultants and attorneys, water utility engineers, and laboratory
managers, the book will also appeal to researchers and academics as well. This
new edition serves as a highly useful reference on the occurrence, sampling and
analysis, and remedial investigation and design for 1,4-dioxane and related
contaminants.

Fundamentals Of Aquatic Toxicology
Extensively updated to reflect the most recent changes to the All Appropriate
Inquiries Rule (the “Rule”) and the ASTM Environmental Site Assessment Standard
(the “Standard”), Environmental Site Assessment Phase 1, Third Edition provides a
valuable guide to the techniques of performing Phase 1 site assessment.
Promoting a better understanding of the rationale and processes necessary to
protect those stakeholders associated with a property, this book describes the
latest methods used by leaders in the industry and emphasizes the development of
an easy-to-follow investigative strategy for performing in-house assessments.
Equally informative as an introduction for those new to the field and as a quick
reference guide for experienced practitioners, this third edition reviews
investigative tools mandated by the Rule, as well as many that are not. It presents
the recommended searches pertaining to petroleum and petroleum product
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concerns as covered by the Standard, and expands on the hazards associated with
construction. The author reviews the legal issues involved in the purchase of
property and an historic overview provides context and a sense of the evolution of
the field. Chapters outline the assessment process from beginning to end in an
organized, step-by-step manner. The book describes investigations of the physical
setting, historic usage, property and area reconnaissance, building materials, and
industrial activities associated with a property. It also gives tips on interviewing,
lists regulatory agencies, and considers special resources such as wetlands and
buildings with historical value. Whether you are actively involved in the
performance of site assessments or simply want to be better informed when
purchasing property, Environmental Site Assessment Phase 1, Third Edition is an
important resource on a wide range of investigative tools.

Environmental Ion Exchange
Catalytic Air Pollution Control: Commercial Technology is the primary source for
commercial catalytic air pollution control technology, offering engineers a
comprehensive account of all modern catalytic technology. This Third Edition
covers all the new advances in technology in automotive catalyst control
technology, diesel engine catalyst control technology, small engine catalyst control
technology, and alternate sustainable fuels for auto and diesel.
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Handbook of Environmental Engineering
R&D Leadership: Mastering the Fundamentals for Engineers and Scientists lays out
practical strategies for improving personal, team, and organizational performance
in technology organizations. The roles of leadership, management, and coaching
have been defined and integrated with examples from technology organizations.
Examples include assessing one’s leadership skills for adding value to an
organization; making the transition from "me" to "we" in taking on a supervisory
position; and avoiding the dual traps of micro-management and macromanagement, by engaging direct reports in an "active management" process. A
complete set of instrucrional PowerPoint slides will accompany the text.

Fundamentals of Environmental Science and Technology
Mark Langworthy has just returned home after a stint as a colonial administrator in
India. Once a promising writer, his dreams and idealism have been extinguished,
and he returns stricken with malaria and fatigued in both body and spirit. When he
meets his nephew, Paul, an ingenuous orphan of eighteen and an aspiring writer,
Mark sees in the boy a chance for redemption. Over the course of an English
summer they form a close though sometimes difficult friendship, but when Paul
begins a love affair with one of his uncle's former acquaintances, Anne, things
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begin to unravel. A series of circumstances threatens the bond they have
developed, and when Anne suggests that Mark's interest in Paul may not be what it
seems, both Mark and Paul will have to come to terms with their feelings and
discover the true nature of love and friendship. Published in 1948, "An Air That
Kills" is the third of Francis King's more than thirty novels. Widely acclaimed as one
of the finest novelists of his generation, King displays in this early work all the
imaginative energy and ardour of a young writer dealing with a theme which he
clearly felt profoundly. This 60th anniversary edition includes a new introduction by
the author.

Environmental Marketing
Building on the first principles of environmental chemistry, engineering, and
ecology, this volume fills the need for an advanced textbook introducing the
modern, integrated environmental management approach, with a view towards
long-term sustainability and within the framework of international regulations. As
such, it presents the classic technologies alongside innovative ones that are just
now coming into widespread use, such as photochemical technologies and carbon
dioxide sequestration. Numerous case studies from the fields of air, water and soil
engineering describe real-life solutions to problems in pollution prevention and
remediation, as an aid to practicing professional skills. With its tabulated data,
comprehensive list of further reading, and a glossary of terms, this book doubles as
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a reference for environmental engineers and consultants.

Environmental Engineering
Designed for practical use, this guide profiles the experiences of actual companies,
among them McDonald's and AT&T, who have successfully capitalized on the
unique marketing opportunities inherent in environmentalism. By showing which
strategies work and why many backfire, the book establishes a bold new
framework for marketing approaches in the competitive 1990s.

Introduction to Sustainability
An integrated approach to understanding the principles of sampling, chemical
analysis, and instrumentation This unique reference focuses on the overall
framework and why various methodologies are used in environmental sampling
and analysis. An understanding of the underlying theories and principles empowers
environmental professionals to select and adapt the proper sampling and
analytical protocols for specific contaminants as well as for specific project
applications. Covering both field sampling and laboratory analysis, Fundamentals
of Environmental Sampling and Analysis includes: A review of the basic analytical
and organic chemistry, statistics, hydrogeology, and environmental regulations
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relevant to sampling and analysis An overview of the fundamentals of
environmental sampling design, sampling techniques, and quality
assurance/quality control (QA/QC) essential to acquire quality environmental data
A detailed discussion of: the theories of absorption spectroscopy for qualitative and
quantitative environmental analysis; metal analysis using various atomic
absorption and emission spectrometric methods; and the instrumental principles of
common chromatographic and electrochemical methods An introduction to
advanced analytical techniques, including various hyphenated mass
spectrometries and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy With real-life case
studies that illustrate the principles plus problems and questions at the end of each
chapter to solidify understanding, this is a practical, hands-on reference for
practitioners and a great textbook for upper-level undergraduates and graduate
students in environmental science and engineering.

Fundamentals of Environmental Management
Ion Exchange in Environmental Processes
Introduction to Sustainability, Second Edition, reviews all the major themes in the
cutting-edge field of sustainability. The book is suitable for introductory
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interdisciplinary courses on sustainability, as well as those in the fields of
geography, geology, sociology, planning, political science, and anthropology.
Allowing students to see the world in new ways while also encouraging them to
become part of the change needed to ensure the long-term sustainability of the
planet, this book is an invaluable introduction to this multifaceted and everchanging subject. Now fully revised and updated, this second edition includes new
material on the most recent developments in the field of sustainability;
environmental sustainability issues like water, food, and energy; social
sustainability themes like environmental justice and transportation; and economic
sustainability topics like green businesses and economic development. The book
concludes with a chapter on sustainability issues in college and universities.
Brinkmann intersperses many fascinating case studies and text boxes that
encourage students to deeply explore the material. This is a book that not only
organizes the complex field of sustainability, but also encourages students to take
action to make the world a better place.

Leading Science and Technology-Based Organizations
This book provides the blueprint for implementation, breaking down barriers, and
the steps required to integrate sustainability successfully into any business. It is
laid out in easily digestible chapters, with action steps backed up from interviews
with sustainability thought leaders, case studies, and the real life experience of the
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author, as well as over 40 interviews with CSR and Sustainability Directors at
various companies on how to “get things done” based on their successes and
temporary setbacks. It provides the step-by-step roadmap for implementing
sustainability successfully and focuses on “how” companies can realize the
benefits of sustainability by engaging the head, heart, and hands of their
employees. Also included is a checklist for implementation and tips on how to
regain momentum or get “un-stuck” at the end of each chapter as well as
additional helpful resources and exercises to overcome the most common barriers
towards implementation.

Emerging Contaminants
Water is the Earth's most precious resource. Until recent years, water was often
overlooked as being overly abundant or available, but much has changed all over
the world. As climate change, human encroachment on environmental areas, and
deforestation become greater dangers, the study of groundwater has become
more important than ever and is growing as one of the most important areas of
science for the future of life on Earth. This three-volume set is the most
comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of hydrogeochemistry that is available.
The first volume lays the foundation of the composition, chemistry, and testing of
groundwater, while volume two covers practical applications such as mass transfer
and transport. Volume three, which completes the set, is an advanced study of the
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environmental analysis of groundwater and its implications for the future. This
third volume focuses more deeply on the analysis of groundwater and the practical
applications of these analyses, which are valuable to engineers and scientists in
environmental science, groundwater remediation, petroleum engineering, geology,
and hydrology. Whether as a textbook or a reference work, this volume is a musthave for any library on hydrogeochemistry.

Environmental Consulting Fundamentals
Environmental Ion Exchange: Principles and Design contains the most important
ion exchange-related design and application issues. Using tables, graphs, and
conversion tables, this book teaches you the basics, giving you the knowledge to
use ion exchange to reuse, recover, and recycle. This hands-on guide explains how
to apply ion exchange to reuse

Chemical Fate and Transport in the Environment
This text is divided into three parts. The first part describes basic toxicological
concepts and methodologies used in aquatic toxicity testing, including the
philosophies underlying testing strategies now required to meet and support
regulatory standards. The second part of the book discusses various factors that
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affect transport, transformation, ultimate distribution, and accumulation of
chemicals in the aquatic environment, along with the use of modelling to predict
fate.; The final section of the book reviews types of effects or endpoints evaluated
in field studies and the use of structure-activity relationships in aquatic toxicology
to predict biological activity and physio-chemical properties of a chemical. This
section also contains an extensive background of environmental legislation in the
USA and within the European Community, and an introduction to hazard/risk
assessment with case studies.

Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering
Urban and regional planning programs aspire to prepare practitioners to write and
implement comprehensive plans. Yet, academic planning programs often place
greater emphasis on theory than practice. To help address this gap, Fundamentals
of Plan Making gives planning students an understanding of research and methods
of analysis that apply to comprehensive planning. Its informative text and
examples will help students develop familiarity with various data sources and
acquire the knowledge and ability to conduct basic planning analyses such as
population projections, housing needs assessments, development impact analyses,
and land use plans. Students will also learn how to implement the various citizen
participation methods used by planners and develop an appreciation of the values
and roles of practicing planners. In this revised second edition, Edward Jepson and
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Jerry Weitz bring their extensive experience as practicing planners and teaching
faculty to give planning students the practical, hands-on tools they need to create
and implement real plans and policies. With an entirely new census data set,
expanded discussions of sustainability and other topics, as well as new online
resources including a companion website, the book is more accessible and more
informative, and its updated chapters on transportation, housing, environment,
economic development and other core planning elements also make it a handy
reference for planning practitioners.

Green IT Strategies and Applications
A comprehensive guide for both fundamentals and real-world applications of
environmental engineering Written by noted experts, Handbook of Environmental
Engineering offers a comprehensive guide to environmental engineers who desire
to contribute to mitigating problems, such as flooding, caused by extreme weather
events, protecting populations in coastal areas threatened by rising sea levels,
reducing illnesses caused by polluted air, soil, and water from improperly regulated
industrial and transportation activities, promoting the safety of the food supply.
Contributors not only cover such timely environmental topics related to soils,
water, and air, minimizing pollution created by industrial plants and processes, and
managing wastewater, hazardous, solid, and other industrial wastes, but also treat
such vital topics as porous pavement design, aerosol measurements, noise
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pollution control, and industrial waste auditing. This important handbook: Enables
environmental engineers to treat problems in systematic ways Discusses climate
issues in ways useful for environmental engineers Covers up-to-date measurement
techniques important in environmental engineering Reviews current developments
in environmental law for environmental engineers Includes information on water
quality and wastewater engineering Informs environmental engineers about
methods of dealing with industrial and municipal waste, including hazardous waste
Designed for use by practitioners, students, and researchers, Handbook of
Environmental Engineering contains the most recent information to enable a clear
understanding of major environmental issues.

Environmental Due Diligence
An introduction to the principles and practices of soil and groundwater remediation
Soil and Groundwater Remediation offers a comprehensive and up-to-date review
of the principles, practices, and concepts of sustainability of soil and groundwater
remediation. The book starts with an overview of the importance of groundwater
resource/quality, contaminant sources/types, and the scope of soil and
groundwater remediation. It then provides the essential components of soil and
groundwater remediation with easy-to-understand design equations/calculations
and the practical applications. The book contains information on remediation
basics such as subsurface chemical behaviors, soil and groundwater hydrology and
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characterization, regulations, cost analysis, and risk assessment. The author
explores various conventional and innovative remediation technologies, including
pump-and-treat, soil vapor extraction, bioremediation, incineration, thermally
enhanced techniques, soil washing/flushing, and permeable reactive barriers. The
book also examines the modeling of groundwater flow and contaminant transport
in saturated and unsaturated zones. This important book: Presents the current
challenges of remediation practices Includes up-to-date information about the lowcost, risk-based, sustainable remediation practices, as well as institutional control
and management Offers a balanced mix of the principles, practices, and
sustainable concepts in soil and groundwater remediation Contains learning
objectives, discussions of key theories, and example problems Provides illustrative
case studies and recent research when remediation techniques are introduced
Written for undergraduate seniors and graduate students in natural resource, earth
science, environmental science/engineering, and environmental management, Soil
and Groundwater Remediation is an authoritative guide to the principles and
components of soil and groundwater remediation that is filled with worked and
practice problems.

Making Sustainability Stick
Hydraulic Engineering: Fundamental Concepts includes hydraulic processes with
corresponding systems and devices. The hydraulic processes includes the
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fundamentals of fluid mechanics and pressurized pipe flow systems. This book
illustrates the use of appropriate pipeline networks along with various devices like
pumps, valves and turbines. The knowledge of these processes and devices is
extended to design, analysis and implementation.

Environmental Consulting Fundamentals
Develop a better understanding of what causes environmental problems and how
to solve them! Today, engineers and scientists must work on more complex
environmental problems than ever before. To find solutions to these problems
requires an in-depth knowledge of the fundamentals of chemistry, biology, and
physical processes. This text will provide you with a clear explanation of these
fundamentals that are necessary for solving both small town and global
environmental problems. With Fundamentals of Environmental Engineering, you'll
develop a better understanding of the key concepts required for design, operation,
analysis, and modeling of both natural and engineered systems. You'll also be able
to make connections among the different specialty areas of environmental
engineering emphasized throughout the text. And you'll quickly learn how to solve
complex environmental problems and incorporate environmental concerns into
your specialty. Key Features * Covers the fundamentals of chemical, physical, and
biological processes, and various units of concentration as applied to
environmental engineering. * Includes applications related to drinking water and
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wastewater treatment, air quality engineering and science, groundwater transport
and remediation, surface water quality, hazardous solid waste management, and
ecosystems. * Developed by a team of authors who specialize in a diverse set of
environmental areas.

Fundamentals of Environmental Sampling and Analysis
A complete guide to the financial requirements a nonprofit organization must
follow to indefinitely maintain the volume and quality of their services An
organization may have plenty of capacity in the long run, but in the short run,
donor restrictions and limited financing options are constraining. Here-and-now
liquid assets are the only resources available. Finance Fundamentals for
Nonprofits: Building Capacity and Sustainability shows how to measure a nonprofit
organization's financial capacity in different time frames and how to measure its
ability to sustain capacity in each case. Explains how nonprofits differ from
businesses and how they promote values-centered management Reveals how to
improve financial capacity and sustainability Written by a nonprofit scholar Filled
with real-world case studies and actionable advice relating financial health to
financial capacity and sustainability, this book is essential reading for every
nonprofit professional.
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Remediation Engineering
"This second edition of Remediation Engineering will continue to be the seminal
handbook that regulators must have on-hand to address any of the remediation
issues they are grappling with daily. The book is wide-ranging, but specific enough
to address any environmental remediation challenge." —Patricia Reyes, Interstate
Technology Regulatory Council, Washington, DC, USA "This book offers the
researcher, teacher, practitioner, student, and regulator with state-of-the-art
advances in conducting site investigations and remediation for common and
emerging contaminants. It is revolutionary in its approach to conducting
subsurface investigation, which greatly influences a successful and appropriate
response in assessing and addressing environmental risk. This book is a giant leap
forward in understanding how contaminates behave and how to reduce risk to
acceptable levels in the natural world." —Daniel T. Rogers, Amsted Industries
Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois, USA "This text is a superb reference and a good tool
for learning about state-of-the-art techniques in remediation of soil and
groundwater. [It] will become a ready reference at many companies as the
engineering community creates increased value from remediation efforts around
the world." —John Waites, AVX Corporation, Fountain Inn, South Carolina, USA
Remediation Engineering was first published in 1996 and quickly became the go-to
reference for a relatively young industry, offering the first comprehensive look at
the state-of-the-science in treatment technologies of the time and the
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contaminants they applied to. This fully updated Second Edition will capture the
fundamental advancements that have taken place during the last two decades
within all the subdisciplines that form the foundation of the remediation
engineering platform. It covers the entire spectrum of current technologies that are
employed in the industry and also discusses future trends and how practitioners
should anticipate and adapt to those needs. Features: Shares the latest paradigms
in remediation design approach and contaminant hydrogeology Presents the
landscape of new and emerging contaminants Details the current state of the
practice for both conventional technologies, such as sparging and venting
Examines newer technologies such as dynamic groundwater recirculation and
injection-based remedies to address both organic and inorganic contaminants.
Describes the advances in site characterization concepts such as smart
investigations and digital conceptual site models. Includes all-new color
photographs and figures.

Fundamentals of Plan Making
A book for non-finance managers who want to learn the language of business - the
numbers. The book is a jargon free, layman's way of explaining financial
statements in a user-friendly manner.
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Sustainability
The third edition of Chemical Fate and Transport in the Environment—winner of a
2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors
Association—explains the fundamental principles of mass transport, chemical
partitioning, and chemical/biological transformations in surface waters, in soil and
groundwater, and in air. Each of these three major environmental media is
introduced by descriptive overviews, followed by a presentation of the controlling
physical, chemical, and biological processes. The text emphasizes intuitively based
mathematical models for chemical transport and transformations in the
environment, and serves both as a textbook for senior undergraduate and
graduate courses in environmental science and engineering, and as a standard
reference for environmental practitioners. Winner of a 2015 Texty Award from the
Text and Academic Authors Association Includes many worked examples as well as
extensive exercises at the end of each chapter Illustrates the interconnections and
similarities among environmental media through its coverage of surface waters,
the subsurface, and the atmosphere Written and organized concisely to map to a
single-semester course Discusses and builds upon fundamental concepts, ensuring
that the material is accessible to readers who do not have an extensive
background in environmental science
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Environmental Site Assessment Phase I
"This book covers the evolution of environmental site assessment practices from
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA- 1970), Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA- 1976), Comprehensive Enrironmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA- 1980) to the development of an industry
standard in 1993 (ASTM E1527) and the final AAI standards as published by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in 2005"--Page xii.

Soil and Groundwater Remediation
This book is a primer for those interested in a career in this dynamic,
multidisciplinary field as well as a handy reference for practicing consultants.
Combining theory and practice advice into a concise, readable format, the book is
an accessible introduction to the types of projects you will encounter as an
environmental consultant and lays the groundwork for what you’ll need to know in
this challenging and rewarding profession. Also available with this book, under the
Additional Resources tab, are PowerPoint lectures that correspond with each
chapter. New in the Second Edition Covers the latest environmental issues,
including emerging contaminants, and the latest technological advances in
environmental investigation and remediation New chapters dedicated to vapor
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intrusion investigation and mitigation and to Brownfields redevelopment and
project financing. An expanded chapter describing the staffing, budgeting, and
execution of environmental projects. Descriptions of the remediation processes
under RCRA and Superfund Descriptions on how each chapter’s subject matter
applies to the job of the environmental consultant. Dozens of new figures,
photographs, and tables designed to enhance the reader’s understanding of the
subject matter. Problems and questions to be used for homework assignments or
classroom discussions.

Fundamentals of Land Development
Industrial Waste Treatment Handbook provides the most reliable methodology for
identifying which waste types are produced from particular industrial processes
and how they can be treated. There is a thorough explanation of the fundamental
mechanisms by which pollutants become dissolved or become suspended in water
or air. Building on this knowledge, the reader will learn how different treatment
processes work, how they can be optimized, and the most efficient method for
selecting candidate treatment processes. Utilizing the most up-to-date examples
from recent work at one of the leading environmental and science consulting firms,
this book also illustrates approaches to solve various environmental quality
problems and the step-by-step design of facilities. Practical applications to assist
with the selection of appropriate treatment technology for target pollutants
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Includes case studies based on current work by experts in waste treatment,
disposal, management, environmental law and data management Provides
glossary and table of acronyms for easy reference

Environmental Regulatory Calculations Handbook
Bhuvan Unhelkar takes you on an all-encompassing voyage of environmental
sustainability and Green IT. Sharing invaluable insights gained during two battletested decades in the information and communication technologies industry, he
provides a comprehensive examination of the wide-ranging aspects of Green ITfrom switching-off monitors, virtualizin

Fundamentals of Financial Statements
A thorough, accessible introduction to the discipline of environmental
management. The modern environmental manager is a multi-disciplined
administrator whose areas of expertise encompass everything from technological
know-how, to business and finance, to an understanding of federal, state, and local
statutes and regulations. Fundamentals of Environmental Management
incorporates a detailed understanding of each of these areas into a clear,
integrated introduction to this dynamic and demanding discipline. Addressing the
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full spectrum of environmental affairs management issues, this comprehensive
guide provides a balance of the practical advice and in-depth legal knowledge
required to build and maintain a successful environmental management program
in compliance with all levels of government requirements. It also discusses
concepts for managing beyond compliance and provides solid recommendations on
how to establish productive relationships with environmental agencies and other
external stakeholders. This unique resource provides: * Broad coverage of
technical, legal, and business management aspects of environmental
management. * Detailed discussions of management responsibilities in each
medium: air, water, and soil. * A survey of all pertinent U.S. federal regulations,
including RCRA, TSCA, CERCLA, the Clean Air Act, and the Clean Water Act. *
Practical guidance on when and how to request permits, and which permits to
request. A powerful tool in the hands of environmental managers, plant managers,
and environmental, health, and safety managers for manufacturing firms,
Fundamentals of Environmental Management is also an excellent text for graduate
students in environmental management programs and an important reference for
environmental attorneys and consultants.

Chemistry of Environmental Systems
Properly planned and visualized, large-scale developments can be successfully
constructed, whether as master planned communities, planned unit developments,
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or new towns. Fundamentals of Land Development provides an in-depth approach
to the design, planning, and development of large land areas into comprehensively
designed communities. This book provides in-depth discussions of the full range of
development tasks involved in any large development project, from site and land
use selection, market analysis, preparing the land use plan and impact statements,
to getting approval from the municipality and community, permitting and approval,
scheduling and cost management, and the basics of engineering systems and
design. Developers and other stake-holders will find guidance on such issues as: •
How real-world development is driven by profits, and how team members can
maximize profits while developing creatively and responsibly • Site selection and
acquisition • Entering the growing business of retirement (active adult) community
development Illustrated with real-world case studies drawn from the authors own
experience, Fundamentals of Land Development is a practical manual for
developers looking to improve the profitability of their projects and gain a better
understanding of what all team members undertake in a project of this size and
complexity.

Environmental Investigation and Remediation
Written by an environmental consultant with more than 20 years of experience,
and based on a course he taught for 10 years, Environmental Consulting
Fundamentals: Investigation and Remediation introduces the basic building blocks
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of environmental consulting. Rather than formulas and equations, it emphasizes
the thought processes that go into designing an environmental study, interpreting
the data, and selecting the next step—be it further investigation or remediation.
The book begins with an overview of environmental consulting, the regulatory
structures that impact the work, and the underlying science of environmental
processes. It then takes you through the steps of subsurface investigations and
remediations, from Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments through
to remedial actions. This is followed by an outline of ecological risk assessment and
mitigation and a chapter on environmental impact assessments, a large subfield in
environment consulting. Moving indoors, the book then covers environmental
issues related to buildings, including asbestos, lead-based paint, radon, mold, and
indoor air quality. The final chapter describes a typical environmental consulting
project, from designing the scope of work to developing a prospective budget and
project schedule. Throughout, photographs, illustrations, and examples of
environmental problems make the theoretical concepts more concrete. A primer
for those interested in a career in this dynamic, multidisciplinary field, this is also a
handy reference for practicing consultants. Combining theory and practical advice,
it provides an accessible introduction to the type of projects you may encounter as
an environmental consultant.

Catalytic Air Pollution Control
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This second edition is extensively revised throughout with expanded discussion of
modeling fundamentals and coverage of advances in model calibration and
uncertainty analysis that are revolutionizing the science of groundwater modeling.
The text is intended for undergraduate and graduate level courses in applied
groundwater modeling and as a comprehensive reference for environmental
consultants and scientists/engineers in industry and governmental agencies.
Explains how to formulate a conceptual model of a groundwater system and
translate it into a numerical model Demonstrates how modeling concepts,
including boundary conditions, are implemented in two groundwater flow codes-MODFLOW (for finite differences) and FEFLOW (for finite elements) Discusses
particle tracking methods and codes for flowpath analysis and advective transport
of contaminants Summarizes parameter estimation and uncertainty analysis
approaches using the code PEST to illustrate how concepts are implemented
Discusses modeling ethics and preparation of the modeling report Includes Boxes
that amplify and supplement topics covered in the text Each chapter presents lists
of common modeling errors and problem sets that illustrate concepts

Introduction to Environmental Engineering
A basic primer for students, lay-personnel, technical experts in other fields,
attorneys, regulators, and policy makers, to the underlying scientific principles, the
technologies, and the methodologies of environmental science, especially as it
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relates to compliance with regulations.

Hydrogeochemistry Fundamentals and Advances,
Environmental Analysis of Groundwater
7.1.1 Heavy Metals: What are They?

Finance Fundamentals for Nonprofits, with Website
Chemical principles are fundamental to the Earth sciences, and geoscience
students increasingly require a firm grasp of basic chemistry to succeed in their
studies. The enlarged third edition of this highly regarded textbook introduces the
student to such ‘geo-relevant’ chemistry, presented in the same lucid and
accessible style as earlier editions, but the new edition has been strengthened in
its coverage of environmental geoscience and incorporates a new chapter
introducing isotope geochemistry. The book comprises three broad sections. The
first (Chapters 1–4) deals with the basic physical chemistry of geological processes.
The second (Chapters 5–8) introduces the wave-mechanical view of the atom and
explains the various types of chemical bonding that give Earth materials their
diverse and distinctive properties. The final chapters (9–11) survey the geologically
relevant elements and isotopes, and explain their formation and their abundances
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in the cosmos and the Earth. The book concludes with an extensive glossary of
terms; appendices cover basic maths, explain basic solution chemistry, and list the
chemical elements and the symbols, units and constants used in the book.

Applied Groundwater Modeling
Regulatory Calculations Handbook addresses the environmental concerns of
individuals by presenting the basic fundamentals of many environmental
regulatory topics. Featuring an overview of the history of environmental problems,
the current regulatory framework, and problems/solutions of practical problems in
the field, this handbook comprehensively brings the potential calculations and
information on regulations into one single-source reference. Provides 500 solved
problems, which detail how to calculate the amount of pollutant that a facility is
letting go into the environment Includes problems and solutions that can stand
alone, offering material that develops the reader's understanding of regulatory
matters Combines information that is otherwise spread-out and difficult to
consolidate quickly

Hydraulic Engineering
Emerging Contaminants: Anticipating Developments examines the factors that
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have led "new" environmental contaminants to emerge in the past and combines
the lessons learned to anticipate potential new developments. The analyses
described in this book originate in multiple disciplines: the science of toxicology;
environmental law and regulation; the field of product stewardship; and the social
science which explains why ideas take hold. Over a dozen case studies of
contaminants that emerged as environmental issues over the last hundred years
illustrate crucial points. The results of the analyses in this book support a step-bystep method to assess the potential for a contaminant to emerge, and a framework
to apply those conclusions to managing site liabilities. Features: Describes an
unprecedented understanding of why contaminants emerge as issues, based on a
multidisciplinary analysis Makes abstract concepts tangible, basing analyses on
data and illustrating key points with case studies Enables readers to anticipate and
prepare to manage future challenges associated with emerging chemicals Presents
an analytical framework for companies to assess and manage business risks
Written for regulators, policymakers, industry professionals with responsibility for
contaminated site management, as well as attorneys, and consultants, this book
provides a framework for anticipating the emergence of new contaminants so that
the risks–whether to human health and the environment or to a business–can be
anticipated and appropriately managed.

Industrial Waste Treatment Handbook
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A modern guide to environmental chemistry Chemistry of Environmental Systems:
Fundamental Principles and Analytical Methods offers a comprehensive and
authoritative review of modern environmental chemistry, discussing the chemistry
and interconnections between the atmosphere, hydrosphere, geosphere and
biosphere. Written by internationally recognized experts, the textbook explores the
chemistries of the natural environmental systems and demonstrates how these
chemical processes change when anthropogenic emissions are introduced into the
whole earth system. This important text: Combines the key areas of environmental
chemistry needed to understand the sources, fates, and impacts of contaminants
in the environment Describes a range of environmental analytical methodologies
Explores the basic environmental effects of energy sources, including nuclear
energy Encourages a proactive approach to environmental chemistry, with a focus
on preventing future environmental problems Includes study questions at the end
of each chapter Written for students of environmental chemistry, environmental
science, environmental engineering, geoscience, earth and atmospheric sciences,
Chemistry of Environmental Systems: Fundamental Principles and Analytical
Methods covers the key aspects and mechanisms of currently identified
environmental issues, which can be used to address both current and future
environmental problems.

Practical Design Calculations for Groundwater and Soil
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Remediation
Effective and enduring site restoration involves professionals from many branches
of science and engineering. Geologists, hydrologists, chemists, microbiologists and
meteorologists all play a part in remediation efforts-as do civil, chemical,
mechanical and environmental engineers. When the time comes for all-important
design calculations, that's where conflicts between disciplines become apparent.
Due to certain differences in educational training, the ability of environmental
professionals to perform or review design calculations varies. Bridge the gap with
Practical Design Calculations for Groundwater and Soil Remediation. Jeff Kuo's
hands-on experience as a consultant and teacher of soil/groundwater remediation
informs this collection of the most practical and relevant working information.
Written in a user-friendly, "cookbook-style" format, readers can promptly access
the necessary information. More than 200 equations, coupled with tables and
figures, allow a clear understanding of purposes and procedures. To match the
scope of Practical Design Calculations for Groundwater and Soil Remediation, you
would have to comb through numerous publications. You may also be taking a
chance on data that's already obsolete, due to rapid advancements in remediation
technologies. One aspect doesn 't change: basic, straightforward design
calculation. Practical Design Calculations for Groundwater and Soil Remediation
helps everyone involved in a site restoration project follow the same set of
guidelines-for effective results.
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An Air that Kills
A comprehensive resource to sustainability and its application to the
environmental, industrial, agricultural and food security sectors Sustainability fills a
gap in the literature in order to provide an important guide to the fundamental
knowledge and practical applications of sustainability in a wide variety of areas.
The authors – noted experts who represent a number of sustainability fields – bring
together in one comprehensive volume the broad range of topics including basic
concepts, impact assessment, environmental and the socio-economic aspects of
sustainability. In addition, the book covers applications of sustainability in
environmental, industrial, agricultural and food security, as well as carbon cycle
and infrastructural aspects. Sustainability addresses the challenges the global
community is facing due to population growth, depletion of non-renewable
resources of energy, environmental degradation, poverty, excessive generation of
wastes and more. Throughout the book the authors discuss the economics,
ecological, social, technological and systems perspectives of sustainability. This
important resource: • Explores the fundamentals as well as the key concepts of
sustainability; • Covers basic concepts, impact assessment, environmental and
socio-economic aspects, applications of sustainability in environmental, industrial,
agricultural and food security, carbon cycle and infrastructural aspects; • Argues
the essentiality of sustainability in ensuring the propitious future of earth systems;
and • Authored by experts from a range of various fields related to sustainability.
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Written for researchers and scientists, students and academics, Sustainability:
Fundamentals and Applications is a comprehensive book that covers the basic
knowledge of the topic combined with practical applications.

Chemical Fundamentals of Geology and Environmental
Geoscience
Civil engineers are introduced to chemistry and biology through a mass and energy
balance approach with this book. It covers ABET required topics of emerging
importance, such as sustainable and global engineering. Problems are integrated
at the end of the chapters that are similar to those on the FE and PE exams. In
addition, readers will have access to Web modules, which address a specific topic,
such as water and wastewater treatment. The modules include rich content such
as animations, audio, video, interactive problem solving, and links to explorations.
Civil engineers will also gain a global perspective so they can take a leadership role
in sustainable development.
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